Proyecto Mirador

Expand Opportunities for Stove Builders
To Access Carbon Finance with the Funnel Approach
Fix the process!

- Standardize stove designs by cooking needs and certify CO2 savings by stove type, not by project.
- Certify a stove type for entire country, not just by county or province.
- Standardize the Non-Renewable Biomass (NRB) factor in each country or eliminate it for stove projects.
- Get UN or government to establish a floor price for Gold Standard VERs for Project Developers.

Entrepreneurs need certainty on price in order to invest.
Reduce the Paper!

• Leverage Certification of One Project to Many Projects.
• Streamline the validation step: simply a rehash of what has gone before.
• Verification should be on proof that units are functioning and being used. Reduce ongoing demands for testing.
• Can the Gold Standard produce real buyers or should Gold Standard VERs be released for sale on the compliance market, too?
This is an idea of how the process would work.

Notice the control is through the stove building organization.
Can There Be Gold in Carbon?